Traffic Restriction Notice Near Mt. Kusatsu-Shiranesan

Mt. Kusatsu-Shiranesan (Yugama Crater Lake) is currently at Volcanic Alert Level 2.

For this reason, the following traffic regulations are currently in effect on Japan National Route 292 (Shiga-Kusatsu-Kougen Route) within an area of 1-km radius surrounding Yugama Crater Lake on the summit of the mountain.

Area: Japan National Route 292
   Between Motomiya and Manza Sansaro (2.5 km)
   - No pedestrian traffic
   - **Bicycles, motorcycles, and open-top cars are not permitted through as they are dangerous during an eruption.**
   - **No parking** is allowed in this area.
   - **Please follow the instructions of staff in this area.**
   - Between Sessho and Manza Sansaro, traffic is only permitted through from 8:00 to 17:00. No nightly traffic is allowed through from 17:00 to 8:00 the following day.

*Mt. Kusatsu-Shirane is an active volcano. In the event of an eruption, please evacuate to the evacuation structures (arch culverts) along Japan National Route 292 or to Shirane Rest House.*

*Roads may be closed suddenly due to volcanic activity or weather.*
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